
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Soft Sun is a dramatic film suitable for a limited circle of people, a film that 

blends philosophy and at the same time is the philosophy of seeking a 

marriage with the spectator. Hard to interpret after a first vision, simpler, 

though bold, to a second vision. The director and producer knowingly uses 

the camera, uses scenarios, locations that transmit the meaning of infinite 

echoing in man. Loneliness, social uphill climb, ascension to God or the 

deadly desire to overcome their limits. Not easy, silent, arduous. So we can 

define Soft Sun. The emotions are few as it seems that everything is turning in 

to a closed box that somehow can involve the viewer to figure out exactly 

what is happening inside the movie. 

Soft Sun dir. by Mohsen Shwady 

Plot and Cast 
The director has passed the expectations of Medff's criticism, succeeding in 

creating a complex and artistically uncomplicated film. The two protagonists 

who open the film pass the pathos needed to identify the spectator. This 

pathos, however, can not fully assert itself in the second part of the film, 

when the other two characters appear. We found a lack of storylines in this 

second stage, with inappropriate dress for the actress, who could have 

given a lot more and could not pass the same emotions as the two actors 

who opened the film. Such a pity 
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The plot of the film is abstract, recorded in those films that in Italy we 

consider elite. We do not know what's going on, the atmosphere and the 

emotions follow the steps of the music and the faces of the actors who, 

minute after minute, plunge into a chaos of emotions looking for a sense of 

what is happening. Perhaps it is precisely the message the director wants to 

convey: science, abstraction, competition and life. Questions surrounding 

the human being are projected on our screen. professionally. 

The Plot 

The evaluation of the Soft Sun movie is very subjective and partly wanted by 

the director, just to analyze the different visions that every critic may have on 

his film. I would like to give a metaphor to our readers, Soft Sun is a beautiful 

comet that suddenly appears on day rather than at night. No one would 

give a unique interpretation but everyone would have his own opinion on 

that fantastic event. 

The abstract theme 

 

 

The Director: Mohsen Shwady 

Graduated from International academy for media science, cinema 

department, filmmaking Egypt . High Diploma In filmmaking from Academy 

Of Art, High cinema institute, Egypt 2017 . 

He is an editor script writer and cinematographer he is working in different 

names, Muhsen El Sayed as an editor, Muhsin Ibrahim as a cinematographer, 

Mohsen Shwady as a Script writer and director . 
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